While Miles Laboratories is justly proud of its new Research Center recently completed in Elkhart, Indiana, an extension of its present research facilities, our organization fully realizes that a creative scientific environment must be much more than a new building and modern laboratory tools.

First, there must exist a corporate philosophy that prompts bold, imaginative research and insures that the individual contributor is recognized and rewarded. Secondly, there must be the freedom that encourages frequent and continuing interdisciplinary exchange. Above all, there must be men—scientists who combine enthusiasm with true professional competence and who are interested in teaching as well as learning.

At Miles Laboratories we are certain that such a creative environment already exists. We are also equally certain that this environment will measurably assist the serious scientist in achieving his professional objectives. If you are currently seeking an affiliation that will effectively utilize your previous experience, training and skills, you are invited to investigate these immediate openings:

**STAFF RESEARCH IMMUNOLOGIST**
Will be responsible for staffing and leading a group of immunologists in a research program leading towards applications in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Must have a Ph.D. and/or M.D. degree and several years' experience.

**RESEARCH CHEMIST**
To carry out synthetic organic chemistry studies to provide new compounds of potential therapeutic interest. Must have Ph.D. degree and a minimum of 1-2 years' synthetic organic chemistry experience.

**RESEARCH PHARMACOLOGIST**
Will supervise administration of new drugs to animals for determination of acute LD 50's and to observe gross pharmacological effects. Additional responsibilities will include carrying out chronic toxicological studies on new compounds of interest. Must possess a Ph.D. degree and previous toxicological experience.

**RESEARCH BIOCHEMIST**
To carry out studies on metabolic effect and fate of new drugs. Applicants should possess a recent Ph.D. degree and some experience in drug metabolism research.

**ASSISTANT RESEARCH IMMUNOLOGIST**
To carry out experimental immunology projects. Applicants should possess a recent Ph.D. degree and some experience in immunology.

**ASSISTANT RESEARCH BIOCHEMIST**
Will be responsible for carrying out clinical chemical investigations in connection with laboratory evaluations of new drugs. Should possess a B.S. in chemistry or biology plus experience as a medical technologist.

Inquiries May Be Addressed In Complete Confidence To:
Dr. R. A. McCracken (Personal discussions can be arranged at your convenience, including Saturdays, in Elkhart, Indiana)

---

**MILES LABORATORIES, INC.**
and **AMES COMPANY, INC.**

1127 Myrtle Street, Elkhart, Indiana
An Equal Opportunity Employer

* Ames Company, Inc. is an ethical pharmaceutical division of Miles Laboratories, Inc.

Our new Research Center is located in Elkhart, Indiana, a clean, progressive city of 40,000 people. In neighboring Elkhart, schools are among the best in the middle west and year 'round cultural and recreational activities are only minutes from your door.